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the password together with location of parking lot reserved.
Thus, our project has more security for the users and their
vehicles. This project is the continuous from our previous
project [5] as a complement to complete an intelligent
parking system.

Abstract—In this paper, a secure parking reservation system
using Global System for Mobile communications (GSM)
technology has been performed. It helps the drivers from
facing the problem that always occurs at the car park, such as
time being wasted in searching for the available parking spaces
and keep on circling the parking area until they found an
empty parking spot. This problem usually occurs in urban
areas, where number of vehicles are higher as compared to the
availability of parking spaces. In this proposed system there
are two modules have been developed such as parking lot
monitoring and security reservation modules. For the parking
lot monitoring module, the layout animation is used to display
the parking lot status. In security reservation module, the users
need to send SMS to reserve the parking lot and use the
password provided to enter and exit the parking lot. Our main
contribution is the system has more security than other
previous research with the used of password to enter and exit.

II. APPROACH & METHODS
For this project, we mainly focus on designing a smart
and secure parking reservation system that allow drivers to
reserve and park their vehicle in safety condition. This
process divided into two parts which are security reservation
module and parking lot monitoring module. Fig. 1 shows the
security reservation module and Fig. 2 shows parking lot
monitoring module. The detail for each module will be
described below.

Index Terms—Parking security, GSM, SMS, parking
reservation.

A. Security Reservation Module

I. INTRODUCTION
As reported in [1], the increasing of vehicle theft
increased and getting worried by the vehicle users. One of
the main reasons of this situation is the users facing a hard
way to find the secure parking lot for their vehicle. Security
is the main issue that lacks in many of the parking areas [2].
Many improvements for vehicle security at the parking lot
have been done with the growing of the technology today.
There are many methods introduced by researchers to
solve this problem. In [3], the authors used SMS technology
as a communication code and get to online in order to
reserve the parking lot. The weakness of this project is the
users need to online first before get reserve the parking lot.
It will take time and trouble for some users that not have the
internet facilities. Therefore, in this paper we proposed the
GSM technology to get the conformation code to overcome
this weakness. By using this technology, the process of
reservation can be more easy and simple.
In [4], the authors also proposed the SMS technology to
get password from the GSM to reserve the parking lot. In
the exit process, the users need to flow the exit path and the
barrier gate automatically open due to the presence of
vehicle by sensor detection. This system is lack of security
for the exit process because the car can easily exit through
the sensor detection. It is easy for the unauthorized person to
take any car out. In this paper, another approach will be
applied by using password in and out. The users will receive
Fig. 1. Security reservation module
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Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of reservation module. The
SMS reservations valid for all the GSM mobile phone users.
In [6], the authors reported the number of SMS usage in
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2008 is about 16.8 million and it will increase steadily for discussed below.
every year. This flowchart involves installing and
configuring SMS hardware and software. The main
hardware and software are PIC microcontroller and VB.
When the users want to reserve the parking lot, they have to
send a SMS with the right command for thereservation
process to configure the microcontroller. GSM modem is
used to send and receive SMS from the users. The LCD
initializes and as an interface between microcontroller and
the keypad output. The users will receive the status of the
availability of parking lot with its location and password.
The password will be processed by the PIC microcontroller
through the VB for verification process.Then,the users need
to enter the password for in/out process. If the users enter
the wrong password, the LCD will display “wrong password”
and the gate locked.
B. Parking Lot Monitoring Module
Fig. 2 shows the flowchart of parking lot monitoring
module. For initial condition, all the parking lots are set to
empty status. When the users successfully request the
parking lot, the parking layout will display the reserve status.
When the users reach the entrance gate and enter the
password, the controller will compared the password entered
with the reservation database. If the valid password entered,
the gate barrier will be opened and the parking layout will
display full status.

Fig. 3. Function block of GSM system.

A. PIC Microcontroller
A Peripheral Interface Controller (PIC) microcontroller is
a single integrated circuit (IC) which is small enough but
containing all the integrated circuits such as CPU, EPROM
program memory, RAM memory and an Input/Output
interfaces. This PIC16F877 type is used as a main
controller for this smart parking reservation system
B. Visual Basic
Visual Basic (VB) is designed to be relatively easy to
learn and use.For this project, this software will be used to
create a parking layout animation. This software also be
used for database and SMS processing functionality.
C. LCD
The liquid crystal display (LCD) is used as an interface
between microcontroller and keypad output. For status
display during password entry and display result/reply from
the PC. If the users enter the wrong password, the LCD will
inform it as “wrong password” and the gate cannot be
opened.
D. Motor Driver
The motor driver is used to control the barrier gate at
parking lot for in and out process. The motor controller only
active when receive the right password. This is the security
features for this smart parking reservation system.
E. GSM
Global System for Mobile communications (GSM) is an
open, digital cellular technology used for transmitting
mobile voice and data services. The communication medium
between the users and the hardware modules is the GSM
modem via SMS formats.

Fig. 2. Parking lot monitoring module.

III. DESIGN OVERVIEW
Fig. 3 illustrates the function block of GSM system
consists of GSM modem, PC, Max 232, PIC 16F877, motor
driver, keypad and LCD. GUI interface with parking layout
animation, database, and SMS processing functionality use
the VB application. The details explanation will be

IV. RESULT/EVALUATION
In this section, evaluation of a secure parking reservation
system by using GSM technology has been performed. The
screenshots of the overall process systems are shown in the
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figures below:

reservation modules. From the result obtained, the proposed
parking reservation system by using GSM technology can
enhance the safety of the vehicle at parking lot and improve
the parking management performance, thus reduce the time
of traffic volume searching for parking.
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Fig. 6. (a) LCD display for password mode, (b) LCD display in enter/exit
gate.

Fig. 6 (a) shows the LCD display for the password mode
and Fig. 6 (b) show for a standby mode at entry and at the
end point of this process.

V. CONCLUSION
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In this paper, a secure parking reservation system using
GSM technology has been developed. The security feature
of the system is the usage of the password requirements
upon enter and exit the parking lot. It comprises of two
modules which are parking lot monitoring and security
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